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Attack of Opportunity 5e: Sometimes, a combatant in a melee
lets down her guard or takes a reckless Action. In cases like
this, combatants near her may take advantage of her lapse. It
is in the shield to attack her at no cost. All these free
attacks are known as attacks of opportunity. Watch the Attacks
of Opportunity diagram for an illustration of how they work.
Threatened Squares: You sabotage all squares to which you may
make a melee attack, even when it isn’t your turn. Usually,
that means everything in all squares adjacent to a space
(including diagonally). If you are unarmed, you don’t usually
threaten any squares and consequently can’t make attacks of
opportunity.
Reach Weapons: Many monsters of Medium or smaller size have a
reach of only 5 feet. But, Small and Medium creatures wielding
reach weapons threaten more squares than a standard Creature.
Additionally, most animals larger than Moderate have a natural
reach of 10 feet or longer.
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Provoking an Attack of Opportunity
in 5e
Two types of activities can provoke attacks of opportunity:
moving out of a threatened square and performing specific
actions within a threatened square.
Moving: Moving out of a threatened square usually provokes
attacks of opportunity from threatening opponents. There are
two standard methods of preventing this kind of assault –the
5-foot step along with the draw Action.
Performing a Distracting Act: Some actions, when performed in
a threatened square, provoke attacks of opportunity as you
divert your focus from the conflict. Table: Activities In
Combat notes many of the actions that encourage attacks of
opportunity.
Remember that even activities that normally provoke attacks of
opportunity may have exceptions to the rule.

You don’t have to make an attack of opportunity if you don’t
want to. You create your attack of opportunity at your
standard Attack Bonus. It applies even if you’ve already
attacked in the round.
An attack of opportunity in 5e “interrupts” the normal flow of
actions in the round. Suppose you provoke an attack of
opportunity. Immediately resolve the attack of chance, then
continue with the next character’s turn. Or complete the
current turn if someone triggers the attack of opportunity
amid a character’s arc.
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Combat Reflex feat 5e
If you have the Combat Reflexes feat, you may add your
Dexterity bonus to the number of attacks of opportunity you
can create around. This feat does not enable you to make more
than one attack for a particular chance. Still, when the same
opponent provokes two attacks of opportunity from you, you
could make two separate attacks of opportunity 5e. It is
because each one represents a different chance. Transferring
from more than 1 square threatened by precisely the same
opponent in the same round doesn’t count as more than one
opportunity for that opponent. These attacks are at your full
ordinary Attack Bonus.

Combat Reflex feat 5e
Read Heavily Obscured 5e errata.

Invisibility
Sometimes in combat, it happens. The caster is all alone, low
on spells and hit points (HPs) if an enemy breaks through the
line, sneaks up from behind, or emerges from the shadows to
threaten your arcane spell caster. Few Tier 1 (personality
levels 1-4) charms can get your bard, sorcerer, warlock, or
magician from a pickle like the arcane spell Invisibility.
Twist the arcane spell Invisibility into melee, then move off
to a more secure place, leaving your enemy swinging their

sword in the atmosphere. Or do you?
You can avoid sparking a 5e opportunity attack by taking the
Disengage actions. You also don’t provoke a 5e opportunity
attack chance when you teleport or if someone or something
moves you without using your movement, activity, or response.
PHB p195.

In case you don’t go out of harm’s way, your attacker will
probably have a drawback on their attack rolls. Better but not
ideal. The idea is to move out of harm’s way. The Disengage
activity is unavailable since your action was to throw
invisibility. It appears that your arcane caster will provoke
a chance attack if they throw the arcane Invisibility spell
and move out of melee combat. Is that true?
Gamers put the question of creatures provoking attack chances
to Jeremy. Jeremy Crawford, in a Twitter reply he states the
trigger for the chance attack insight. You can make an

opportunity attack every time a hostile creature that you can
SEE moves out of your reach. PHB p195. As you are now
invisible and can’t be visible, you are free to depart the
melee WITHOUT sparking an opportunity assault. Just be very
quiet doing so!

When can you take an opportunity
attack in 5e?
You’re able to make an opportunity attack in 5e every time a
Hostile creature, which you can see, moves from your reach. To
produce the chance grinds, you use your Reaction to make one
melee attack against the provoking creature. The attack
happens right before the monster leaves your reach.

How can you avoid
opportunity in 5e?

attacks

of

A character can avoid provoking a chance attack in various
ways. You can avoid starting an opportunity attack by carrying
the disengage actions. You also don’t provoke a chance attack
once you teleport or if someone or something moves you without
even using your movement, action, or Reaction.

Does an invisible creature trigger an opportunity
attack if it creates a ranged attack?
Invisible Creatures do not Provoke Opportunity Attack in 5e.
(From Enemies That Can Not See Them)
From page 221 of those Rules Compendium:
An invisible monster can take advantage of many
advantages.
Ordinary kinds can’t see it of vision.
It’s total concealment against any enemy which can not
see it.

It has combat advantage against any enemy that can’t
view it (however, it has to observe the enemy).
It does not provoke chance attacks from enemies that
can’t see it.
Although attacking will cause a monster to be in, it will
still keep the advantages of being hidden (including not
provoking an opportunity attack) before the spell resolves.
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Not Entirely Hidden
Suppose the monster takes an action that causes it not to stay
hidden. In that case, the beast retains the benefits of
invisibility. Such as battle benefit, until the activity is
solved. The monster can’t become hidden again as part of the
same action.
As defined on pages 196-197, opportunity actions (Including
the 5e opportunity attack) are interrupts, and therefore
happen before their tripping story resolves:
Interrupt: Much enjoy a direct interrupt, an opportunity

action interrupts its activation before the trigger finishes.
Putting all this together, you can observe that it is
challenging to trigger an opportunity attack by an invisible
creature making a ranged attack against an adjoining animal.
The invisible creature’s “doesn’t provoke opportunity attack”
benefit would linger until the spell resolves. Still, an
opportunity attack would need to occur before this attack
determining, and therefore the opportunity attack never
happens.
Creature, It’s invisible to Creature B, and they are adjacent
to one another.
Creature A uses a ranged attack against Creature B, becoming
un-hidden due to making an attack action.
Ordinarily, this is when an opportunity attack would actuate
from Creature B. Still, since Creature A gets the benefits of
invisibility from Creature B, the opportunity attack doesn’t
occur.
Thus, when the opportunity attack would ordinarily trigger,
the attacking monster still has the advantages of
invisibility. No opportunity attack could trigger.

